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SECRETS DISNEY

Magic never stops at what we just live
Welcome and thank you for downloading this list of Disneyland® Paris' secrets. Whether you're a fan of the Disney world, a
fan of magic, or just a web beast, we hope that with this list you will discover a new way to discover the Disney® French
parks!
Bring this list, a pencil, a camera and especially your eyes to discover all the secrets and details of the parks!
This list is non-exhaustive, that is to say we have not referenced all the secrets and details of the parks. We have actually
referenced more than 230 in our files, and we offer you here more than 100 to give you a more qualitative than quantitative
content! It is also unofficial, that is to say that we are not under the thumb of Disneyland® Paris.
But who are we?
Simply passionate people wanting to discover the world of Disney parks in another way. Our site has been around since
2011 and we are always referring to more secrets and details scattered in the French parks thanks to fun and complete
articles.
A first list like this one was also created in 2012. This new and more complete list is a new way of thanking you for your
support through all these years.

So now, let the magic work! Have a nice trip and have a good read!

Your humble servant, Erbam.
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DISNEYLAND®PARK
MAIN STREET®, U.S.A.
- ☐ Welcome plaque before Main Street Station
- ☐ The Arboretum to the left of City Hall has only one tree
- ☐ Original map of the resort in City Hall
- ☐ HM composed of City Hall clock hands
- ☐ Plaque for lost lost on the City Hall façade
- ☐ Euro Disneyland plaque in the middle of Town Square
- ☐ Dentist Dr. Bitz over Bixby Babies
- ☐ HM formed by the railings in height at Emporium
- ☐ Mickey and his friends on the Emporium frescoes
- ☐ Smoke from the cup above Main Street Motors
- ☐ Dapper Dan's Hair Cut mirror
- ☐ The taps of Flower Street
- ☐ Inauguration of the Statue of Liberty at Liberty Arcade
- ☐ The piano lesson and the Market Street dog
- ☐ Market House Deli: Telephone "party lines"
- ☐ Cable Car Bake Shop Kinetoscope
- ☐ Audio of a person washing over Victoria's
- ☐ Disney personality names on the windows

HM = Hidden Mickey

FRONTIERLAND
- ☐ Traces of hooves and wheels on the ground
- ☐ Zorro at the bottom of the Lucky Nugget Saloon's Fresco
- ☐ Phantom Manor: "No Omnis Moriar" at the entrance =
"You will not die totally"
- ☐ "": The bride sometimes appears at a window
- ☐ "": Broken flap often slams against the mansion
- ☐ "": "Help Me" written on a window in the queue
- ☐ Boot Hill: listen to someone knocking in his tomb
- ☐ "": Tombs of food chain at the bottom of the cemetery
- ☐ Dinosaur skeleton at the geysers
- ☐ Tribute to Miners between Boot Hill and Phantom Manor
- ☐ Big Thunder Mountain: HM in the first climb
- ☐ Fuente Del Oro: HM on the wall in the left room
- ☐ "": Genuine cups embedded in the walls
- ☐ Well with mine sounds in front of Cowboy Cookout

“” = Same place
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ADVENTURELAND

- ☐ Spider cage near Temple Traders
- ☐ Cool Post: Sound coming from a cooler
- ☐ Indiana Jones and the Temple of Peril: Traces of felines
- ☐ "": You can see the hero's hat
- ☐ The failed boat is that of Robinson
- ☐ Kaa and Zazu are present near Hakuna Matata
- ☐ Girafe Curieuse's Giraffe
- ☐ Land entry: Tiled WDI logo
- ☐ Tales of Thousand and One Nights references: Egg, Sindbad
- ☐ It is possible to hear Genie in his lamp
- ☐ Skeletons and treasure in Ben Gunn's Cave
- ☐ Two cats are hiding in Le Coffre du Capitaine
- ☐ Blue Lagoon: HM in the toilet (mirror + lamps)

FANTASYLAND
- ☐ Peter Pan: Kirriemuir Portal (hometown of J.M. Barrie) in
the queue
- ☐ It's A Small World: HM in the Arab world
- ☐ "": Facade animation every 15 minutes
- ☐ Le Carousel de Lancelot: Piers in the shape of spears

HM = Hidden Mickey

FANTASYLAND (SEQUEL)
- ☐ Blanche Neige et les Sept Nains: Ax in a log
- ☐ "": Snow White's hooves are hung on the wall
- ☐ "": Zodiac clock on the front
- ☐ Chaumière des Sept Nains: Beds and cups of the 7 dwarfs
- ☐ Confiserie des Trois Fées: They are in the fireplace
- ☐ Sleeping Beauty Castle: changing stained glass
- ☐ "": Armor hums upstairs
- ☐ "": Gold snails on two towers
- ☐ "": 16 towers = age of Aurora in the movie

DISCOVERYLAND
- ☐ Constellations: A showcase is unchanged since 1992
- ☐ "": Fresco representing the vehicles of the Land
- ☐ Buzz Lightyear Laser Blast: 3 HM (queue and exit)
- ☐ "": Batteries come from Glendale (Disney headquarters)
- ☐ Tribute to Jules Verne between Buzz and Autopia
- ☐ Autopia: HM formed by trees on the outdoor poster
- ☐ Hyperspace Mountain: HM formed by the cannon (from
Fantasyland)
- ☐ "": "DM" on a bridge (Discovery Mountain, old project)
- ☐ Café Hyperion: Caged pigeons
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WALT DISNEY STUDIOS® PARK
FRONT LOT
- ☐ HM over the entrances
- ☐ Studio Service: Photo of the original studio team
- ☐ HM mosaic around and in Fantasia fountain
- ☐ Walt Disney Studio Store: Photo of Disney's 1st Oscar
- ☐ Studio 1: Hollywood and Vine Lights can be set by visitors
- ☐ "": HM formed by ground lights

BACKLOT
- ☐ Café des Cascadeurs: Audio from a toolbox
- ☐ Moteurs... Action! : HM on the bell in height
- ☐ "": Plush Minnie in showcase
- ☐ Service Des Machinistes Shop: The license plate is the
birth of Walt Disney
- ☐ Rock'n'Roller Coaster: Recording studio audio in the queue
- ☐ "": HM formed by lights on boarding

TOON STUDIO
- ☐ Art of Disney Animation: HM on the floor and on the doors
- ☐ Animagique: HM on the barriers
- ☐ Car Quatre Roues Rallye: HM for Martin's nose
- ☐ Crush's Coaster: HM in stone in the attraction
- ☐ Toon Plaza: Oscar in the cabin
- ☐ Ratatouille: HM at the entrance and formed by stars
- ☐ "": Pizza Planet truck visible on a window edge
- ☐ Toy Story Playland: Moving RC Racer Controller
- ☐ "": Trace of a gigantic shoe

HM = Hidden Mickey

PRODUCTION COURTYARD
- ☐ Stitch Live! : HM on the wall in the queue
- ☐ Tower of Terror: Clocks stopped at 20:05
- ☐ "": HM in the arms of the little girl in the video
- ☐ "": Circle of chalk from where the girl cries for help (1st
floor)
- ☐ "": HM on the photo at the exit of the shop

“” = Same place
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AUTRES
DISNEY VILLAGE®

- ☐ Wind Rose: Distance to Disney Parks
- ☐ World of Disney: Statues from New York
- ☐ Annette's Diner: car registration plate (opening
Disneyland® Paris)
- ☐ Disney Store: Small replicas of both parks
- ☐ Café Mickey: Mickey full thanks to the reflection of the
window

This is the end of this list of Secrets of Disneyland®
Paris. Enjoy your stay to take a look at all the
flourishing details within the Disney destination.
If you liked this list, do not forget to join us on social
networks:

HOTELS
secretsdisney
- ☐ Disneyland® Hotel: clock turning in reverse (1st floor)
- ☐ "": HM on the saxophone of Café Fantasia
- ☐ "": Scores of Fantasia on the walls
- ☐ Newport Bay Club®: Earth Globe with Disney Park
Locations
- ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ Santa Fe: Crushed UFO, Cactus under glass,
Volcano, abandoned cars
- ☐ Cheyenne: buildings refering to Wild West people

HM = Hidden Mickey

And of course, find us on the blog where it all started:
secretsdisney.com
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